
 

We have built upmost of the formalism we
need to analyze QM systems To now we have
focused mostly on spin 42 systems and

spin eigenstates This is because spin
has no classicalanalog and ispin 42 helps
introduce QM formalism in a way that
is analytically tractable

As we shift to study a wider variety of

phenomenon we will find that the

energetics of the system are truly important

This becomes obvious as soon as we try
to study the dynamics of a QMsystem
i.e how the system evolves in time

The dynamics of a QMsystem is governed

by the Schrodinger Equation postulate6
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where HH is the energy operator

Hamiltonian



Energy Eigenstates

The Hamiltonian is an observable

It is a square
Hermitian matrix

remember that has real eigenvalues
Its eigenvalues are the energy ofthe
various Inergyeiest
We can setup the usual eigenvalue
problem where Eu is the eigenvalue

IEat is the eigenstate

HIEn7 EnlE
Some call this the time iud Schrodingerega

It does

not describe the dynamics so we willcall it the

energy eigenvalueque
Because H is a Hermitian operator the

energy eigenstates form a complete

orthonormal basis



14Ct cult 1En complete

EmlEu Sum orthonormal

Time Evolution for Tinie IndependentHauritonian

As we want to study the dynamics 14h47

we can actually generate a general solution
forany nondegenerate time independent
Hamiltonian K wewill come to this later

but it means each eigenstate
has a uniqueenergy
NotallQMsystemshavethis

Lets start with
property

14It cult Ea
and pop it into the S E

it TINCH HI4HI
so we get
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this is as far as we can go and this
is in principle a sum over many states

we can make use of the orthonormality
condition EenIEn Smu

Em it End ten EmlEcaHtEn IEn
n
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un n w
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these collapse the sum to a

single term where n m

in s EE



Thepower in this expression is that it

holds for all nondegenerate tineid
Hamiltonians
Wesolved Differential Equations likethis
before

CimH cmCt o e
i EET
w

oscillatory solutions

eint cos wt isin wt

so in general

qlhhtD qcne.iteJ

Ad if you know your energy eigenstates were
generated from a time independent nondeg

Hamiltonian then you know howany
State vector will evolve in time



Stationary States

Lets assume a QMsystem starts
of in a particular energy eigenstate

14ft o IED
after a time t the state vectorwill
evolve

t.EE hfEo714 It Coe

Note co L for this Ket to be
normalized for all times

ieoth.IEhL4Hll4lH7fEoleo ewCoew1Eo7
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14 It e III Eo so thisstate
changes itsThatdoes not f overallphase

affect measurements

The observable A has an eigenvalue



Aj and eigenstate lap
The probability of measuring 14h17 in
1a is time independent
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This is energyeigenstates are statutes
Because energy eigenstates are stationary
States the probability to measure

a given energy is time independent
Consider

14617 ColEo tc IE
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orthogonal o

Peo Co2 same for PE 92

this result holds
ftp.kanyeueggraetrogerattfftes

commutes with H
would be eigenstates of that operator
if

H E 0 then

Pgo is time independent b c IEo is

an eigenstate of 8

If the operator doesn't commute H A 40
then eigenstates of A are superpositions

of the Energy eigenstates I En



Assume Iad is an eigenstate of A w

eigenvalue Ao

IAot HEO t X IE
The probability of measuring ao for the
dates
µ y qeiFotkteoytc.IE

hTE

is
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diced thee I coeitothileo qeiEHE.gl

orthogonality helps a lot EolE sEtEo7 o
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we can factor out the first phase
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80 b c HAJ40 Pano is timedependant

and frequency of oscillation depends on the

energy difference Wo E'f
Let's end with an example that illustrates
all these ideas

Example Problem 3.14 in ME Intyre
A system starts out in

14103 c Csla 41 air
Iai are normalized eigenstates of A with
eigenvalues ai

In the lait basis the Hamiltonian is

represented by

H Eo 3d
What energies are possible and what
are there probabilities

what is CA



Solution
First observe that His not diagonal
in the 1a basis So HaA
do not commute So we have to

diagonalize H

At 1H It YEE I
2Eo X

2
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Geo x5 Ef
ft
IEEE

ZEO X I Eo these ane the

X 2 Eof Eo
possible

so

Atx Eolx
landuix.seonIEE IEe
We need to find this a 1 23
B c the probabilities depend on
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HH EH means
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normalize
x IX latHbP 1

at Fz D
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n
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111 27 351 27 1 27 11
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Normalise
yz yz lol't Id l I

C Tz d fz
we probably could

have guessedthis
since 4,1 27 0

Ilxistalaistfaladet
ok with it a 1 27 we can determine

la a lad in the energy basis

which we need for timeouts

it 14HIT Hit 7
Grelies

on the energy basis

IX fzlair fat air
1 27 e tr la t Fel ai
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11airfzlxiottrdxf.la
his FEI air

T tIr

We can rewrite 141017 in the energy
basis now

141037 43197 4 lair

e 3 trixie El Xii
41 this trawl

14 lot c f fix Eel xD
let's normalize 14027
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E If c Its overall phase
doesn'tmatter
choosethe

14lol FEI xD t EEl XD
From S E

14 It ene
iEntth
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Finally we can find the probabilities
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Solution A

A 54141A14h17
we have to rewrite 14h37 in the

tail basis with time dependence
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with

His Flair than
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So in the lait basis

14h17 size'Eotth Irala triad
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now

A7 441A147
exploitorthogonality
Laila27 0
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